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Investment & Risk Committee

Meeting Summary Points Winter 2020 



Fiscal Engineers held its latest Investment & Risk Committee meeting (IRC) on 24th November 2020.  

These notes provide an insight into some of the areas of discussion held and decisions taken. 

 

A message to our clients 

At the time of the IRC meeting at the backend of 2020, if an investor had not looked at their portfolio 

since the start of the year (a good practice, by the way), they would be forgiven for wondering what all 

the fuss was about.  The sharp falls in equity markets in the first quarter - once the scale of the pandemic 

became clear – began to give way to the view that the massive economic stimulus injected into the 

global economy by governments would drive higher corporate earnings in the future, bolstered by the 

pandemic-driven success of some online businesses like Zoom and Amazon.  It was a good reminder 

of how markets work, discounting back earnings to be delivered many years into the future to arrive at 

the price of a company’s shares today.  Trying to out-guess the markets at these moments – by moving 

in and out of equities – is extremely difficult and would have left any who abandoned equities suffering 

unnecessary actual losses (rather than just paper falls followed by recoveries in portfolio value) and the 

dilemma of when to re-enter the markets, which rebounded so quickly. We are happy to say that our 

clients remained invested and have benefited from doing so. 

It is really important to remember that the vast majority of our clients also hold allocations in high quality 

and generally shorter duration bonds, which represent a pool of assets that can, if necessary, be drawn 

on to cover annual lifestyle expenses, perhaps several times over, thereby allowing time for markets to 

recover as and when they fall, from time to time.  A hypothetical client that invested in Fiscal Engineers 

P60 (60% growth assets and 40% defensive assets) at the height of market prior to the crash in 

2007/2009 would have received a cumulative return from that point (11/2007) to the time of the IRC 

meeting (11/2020) of 93% after fund costs (but before advice and platform costs).  That is a very positive 

outcome in anyone’s book. 

No one knows where the markets will head in the shorter term but being confident in the structure of 

your portfolio is important and – given what we have been through in 2020 – a comfort too. In the 

insightful words of a great and experienced investment thinker, Charles Ellis: 

‘The average long-term experience in investing is never surprising, but the short-term experience is 

always surprising’.  

We hope for better times in 2021 and beyond. 

 

The Team at Fiscal Engineers 

 

Tel: 0115 9555600  
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1 The purpose of the IRC 

The IRC is the formal body that is responsible for the governance of the investment process at Fiscal 

Engineers.  Meetings are currently held at a minimum of twice a year.  Meetings can be called on an 

ad hoc basis if circumstances warrant it, such as a material market fall.  To recap, the purpose of the 

IRC is to: 

• Define and implement a risk-focused approach to investing. 

• Continually test, refine and reaffirm its investment process including: the firm’s investment 

philosophy; the structure of client portfolios; the asset classes (e.g. equities, bonds, commercial 

property) that it uses or excludes; and the ‘pure asset class’ lower cost funds that provide 

access to the rewards of desired asset classes. 

• Employ best-practice fiduciary standards in overseeing the investment program. 

• Help educate clients about what they own and why they own it. 

2 IRC meeting proceedings 

2.1. Introduction 

The formal IRC meeting took place on 24th November 2020 and a quorum was present.   

Attending the meeting were: John Clark (CIO and Chair), Shane Mullins (CEO), Ian Rodger, Dave Till 

and Frazer Edwards of Fiscal Engineers, Tim Hale of Albion Strategic Consulting and Neil Wright (guest 

member).   

The minutes of the previous meeting were reviewed, previous follow-up actions were discussed, and 

the minutes were duly signed off by the Chairman.  A number of regular agenda items were raised, and 

the following decisions/conclusions were made/drawn: 

2.2. Key decisions summary 

• Systematic vs. judgemental approaches: the evidence still supports utilising a low cost, 

diversified systematic, buy-hold-rebalance approach.  We highlight new evidence later in this 

document. 

• Product due diligence: the funds used in the model portfolios were reviewed and all products 

are performing in line with expectations.  New whole-of-market screens will be run again in Q3 

2021 and the IRC will review the screening outputs in the November meeting. 

• Portfolio review: the in-depth ‘Portfolio Analysis’ provided by Albion was reviewed and the IRC 

remains comfortable with the asset allocation, geographic exposure, sector diversification and 

low stock concentration levels in the model portfolios.   

• Asset class research: the IRC confirmed that it remains comfortable with all the asset classes 

in the portfolios at present, including continued exposure to value stocks (discussed later). 

Emerging market and high yield bonds were reviewed but remain excluded due to their equity-

like characteristics. 

• Asset class assumptions: the IRC has reviewed the asset class assumptions held and it was 

agreed that there are no further changes over those proposed and agreed in the May 2020 

meeting. 

• Strategy affirmation: one of the increasing risks faced by investors is that of future inflation and 

retaining the index linked gilts remains valid, as does the allocation to real assets such as global 

commercial property. Subsequent to the IRC meeting, bond yields have risen due to the 

market’s increasing focus on possible inflation going forward. 
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3 Market overview 

As usual, the IRC reviewed the market returns delivered to portfolios. Actual portfolio returns 

experienced by clients reflect two components, being the expected returns of each asset class (these 

equate to our long-term asset class assumptions) and the unexpected return received relative to these 

assumptions.  In the short to medium term, unexpected returns tend to dominate expected returns, but 

in the longer term – being the true investment horizons of our clients – expected returns should begin 

to dominate unexpected returns.   

In investing, it is often tempting to use the hindsight lens to evaluate portfolios and suffer regret that you 

should or should not have been in certain asset classes or funds. Hindsight is not a useful portfolio 

construction tool.  Avoiding tactical knee-jerk responses is important.  Instead, investors should focus 

on whether they have grown their purchasing power (after inflation portfolio values) in line with longer-

term expectation, and whether their portfolios are structurally sound and likely to be able to weather 

whatever the markets throw at them in the coming months and years.  They have and they are, 

respectively. 

The table below is extracted from Albion’s Governance Update 20 reviewed by the IRC.  Note that 

across most time periods the majority of assets have delivered returns above or near their expected 

long-term returns.  All numbers are after inflation, but before any other costs.  

Table 1: Real returns to 30 September 2020 compared to real asset class assumptions 

 ER = Expected return 

assumption 

ER 

(GU 19b) 
20-years 10-years  5-years 

UK equity 3.50% 1.2% 2.0% 1.1% 

Global equity 3.50% 3.6% 9.4% 12.1% 

Global value equity 5.50% 4.4% 6.2% 6.1% 

Global small cap equity 5.50% 7.4% 8.3% 8.3% 

Emerging market equity 5.50% 6.4% 2.5% 10.6% 

Global commercial property 2.50% 7.2% 6.8% 4.9% 

Global short-dated bonds 0.50% 1.5% -0.4% -0.4% 

Index linked gilts (5-15) 0.00% 3.6% 3.1% 3.1% 

Cash -0.50% 0.1% -1.5% -1.3% 

Data source: Albion Strategic Consulting, Quarterly Market Metrics. Data from Morningstar Direct ©, Dimensional Returns and 

Office for National Statistics (UK CPI). Albion assumptions reflect those outlined in Albion Governance Update 19b. 

It should be noted just how risky cash is for longer-term investors. 

It is also worth noting that the UK has had a torrid time and has performed far worse than global value 

stocks.  Fiscal Engineers’ inclusion of global assets since the portfolios were created, has helped avoid 

the UK underperformance to a material extent. 

4 Notes from the latest review of the evidence 

The IRC reviewed the latest research input from Albion Strategic Consulting (Albion Governance 

Update 20 – October 2020), which covered a number of interesting and relevant topics.  Some of the 

key highlights are summarised below. 

4.1. The judgmental (active) vs systematic (passive) debate 

The IRC regularly reviews the SPIVA studies by Standard & Poors.  These are long-running, respected, 

survivor-bias free comparisons of the returns of actively managed funds – those promising to beat their 

benchmark by way of skill-based returns – against actual outcomes.  These studies have been criticised 

by some (particularly the active management community) as being unfair as they: only look at mutual 
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funds that tend to have higher fees than separately managed institutional portfolios; and they ignore the 

risk-adjusted return improvement that active managers claim to deliver.  In response, S&P undertook a 

10-year US study, to the end of 2019, of mutual fund performance, institutional account performance 

and mutual fund performance on a risk-adjusted basis, of active managers1.   

The active management industry probably wished that it had not raised the issues.  Only 11% of all US 

equity mutual funds beat their index, only 14% of institutional accounts managed to do so, despite lower 

fees, and only 3% of mutual funds beat their benchmarks on a risk-adjusted basis.   

In SPIVA’s European Scorecard Mid-Year 2020, the outcome of the first half of the year reveals that 

around 50% of funds outperformed and 50% underperformed, as one might expect by chance.  The 

moment to shine appears to have passed the active industry by. 

We continue to believe firmly that seeking out skill-based returns is an extremely low probability of 

success strategy.  Delivering the market return as closely as possible is a sensible approach for our 

clients.   

4.2. Defensive assets – emerging market and high yield bonds 

All investors holding short-dated high-quality bonds are aware of the very low yields they deliver 

presently.  That said, they were also reminded of their worth during Q1 of 2021 when global markets 

fell abruptly, and these bonds supported portfolio values well.  Unfortunately, there are no easy solutions 

to the low yield conundrum. Emerging market bonds and high yield (i.e. low quality borrowers) – which 

deliver higher yields of between 4% to 5% – were reviewed.   

The attractive yields do not come free as the Covid-19 drawdowns experienced for both of these asset 

classes were in excess of -20%, almost as much as the equity markets, and this might have been 

considerably worse had the Federal Reserve in the US not bailed out the bond markets by purchasing 

high yield bonds. It is evident that these are not defensive fixed income assets.  They remain excluded 

from portfolios. 

4.3. The value premium – dead or just hiding? 

We continue to believe in the value premium and the IRC has spent considerable time, in this and 

previous meetings, discussing this issue, not least the challenge of answering the question ‘when is 

enough, enough and what would make us agree that we have reached that point?’.   

It is critical to remember that just because an asset class has underperformed does not mean that its 

validity for inclusion is flawed.  A strategy such as tilting toward value stocks, with the expectation of 

capturing a higher return than the broad market, over time remains valid until such time as research 

and evidence suggests that it is no longer valid, or that the characteristics of value stocks no longer sit 

comfortably within the bounds of expectation.  In that event, the strategy would, potentially, be changed.  

We do not believe that this Rubicon has been crossed.  

 
There are a number of reasons why we remain committed to overweighting value stocks in portfolios: 

• On an absolute return basis, value stocks have performed pretty much in line with longer-term 

return expectations (see Table 1 above).  By and large it is the performance of a few US 

technology-oriented growth stocks that have dramatically outperformed shorter-term 

expectations.  Will this outperformance of growth stocks continue?  Not indefinitely.  In 2020 

half of the 12% returned by the entire MSCI World Index in GBP terms was delivered by just 

10 companies! 

• All return premia are volatile, being positive on some occasions and negative on others on the 

way to a longer-term positive average.  We all know that and should thus expect to suffer 

periods – perhaps prolonged – that a premium is negative or below the market as in the case 

 

1 SPIVA® US Institutional Scorecard Year-end 2019, Risk-Adjusted SPIVA Scorecard US Year-end 2019, SPIVA® US 
Scorecard Year-end 2019 
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of value, particularly since 2019.  Yet, if the premium were not volatile there would be no risk to 

taking it and it would cease to exist!  The underperformance of value is not unexpected but has 

been disappointing on a relative basis. Oh, the joys of owning a diversified portfolio! 

• Investors would not give up on the equity risk premium over cash, just because equities 

delivered a 10-year return below cash.  It would be disappointing – and this has happened 

several times in the past – but most would still expect a positive premium over time, as equities 

are riskier.  They would have subsequently been well-rewarded. Likewise, with the value 

premium. 

• There has been varied criticism of value as a strategy ranging from the use of price-to-book as 

a relative measure of cheapness in a world where intangible assets (not included in book 

values) are higher in some firms, to the role of low interest rates making the discount rate of 

high growth companies supportive of higher prices. Counter research suggests that none of 

these are material ‘it’s different this time’ contributors to value’s underperformance.  The main 

observation in a number of pieces of research reviewed is that investors have been willing to 

pay a higher and higher multiple of a company’s fundamental metrics (e.g. book value, sales, 

earnings, free cashflow etc.) to own growth stocks.  Tesla is a case in point.  Value company 

multiples remain largely unchanged.  The ratio of the multiple of book value paid for growth 

stocks to value stocks has rarely been higher, which suggests that value stocks look highly 

attractive.     

• Our clients have long investment horizons, and everyone should be planning to live to 100 and 

even beyond!  The value premium has suffered materially in the past three years.  Investors 

with long horizons have the luxury of seeing out these not-unexpected periods and outstaying 

all of those who do not have the fortitude and fold.  Those who stay the course are likely to reap 

the rewards. 

• We remain confident that the value premium still exists and that it remains a valid strategy to 

pursue.  Hindsight longing for US technology stocks is not a reason to change the portfolio on 

a forward-looking basis.  Note that Apple, Microsoft, and Amazon are still three of the four top 

equity holdings in Fiscal Engineers model portfolios.  Patience is a virtue. 

• The good news is that since the IRC meeting at the end of November the Dimensional Global 

Targeted Value Fund is up just over 14%, the Dimensional Global Core Fund is up over 5% 

and the MSCI World index is up 3%.  Is this the beginning of value’s revival, which in the past 

has often been rapid and of magnitude? Only time will tell. 
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4.4. Figure 1: global equity returns since the IRC meeting 

 

5 Other topics discussed  

5.1. Exchange traded funds, otherwise known as ‘ETFs’ 

The IRC discussed a question raised recently by a client as to why ETFs do not appear in portfolios.  

For those less familiar with ETFs, they are listed baskets of securities constructed to replicate the 

returns of a specific market index e.g. the MSCI World Index.  ETFs can be traded in real time like a 

company’s shares.  They are very similar in holdings and performance to comparably managed index 

tracker funds.  The first major ETF, being State Street’s ‘SPDR’ replicating the S&P500 Index, was 

launched in 1993 and today holds more than US$ 341 billion in assets!  They are a large and robust 

part of the passive opportunity set. 

It is important to note that the whole-of-market product screening process that Fiscal Engineers 

employs, with the assistance of Albion, includes ETFs as well as mutual fund and investment trust 

products.  The IRC is structure-neutral between ETFs and mutual funds. 

The IRC has designed Fiscal Engineers’ model portfolio strategies to include tilts to value and size 

relative to broad market exposure and has identified a number of funds that are designed to incorporate 

these tilts specifically and deliberately, rather than simply tracking a specific broad market index.  In the 

future, it is quite possible that an ETF may be considered, if it were felt that it would do a better job than 

the existing fund.  Currently, most ETFs just track broad market indices.  

It is also worth noting that the IRC has previously analysed whether moving to an index tracking broad 

market exposure (using index funds or ETFs) and accessing value and size tilts independently would 

improve the cost and/or structure of the portfolio.  The analysis undertaken reveals inadequate 

improvement to warrant any change.  This will be kept under review. 

It is important to remember that the only thing that keeps a fund in the portfolio is its ability to do the job 

asked of it.  The firm has no financial or other incentive or bias to one provider over another, or one 

structure over another.  
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6 In conclusion 

The IRC meeting was very productive and, as ever, a lot of ground was covered.  Although 2020 was 

an emotional rollercoaster year for clients, their portfolios have survived intact and are well-structured 

to face whatever the markets throw at them in the coming months and years. 

Fortunately, with the roll-out of the vaccination programme and the roadmap to lessened restrictions on 

our lives, we can perhaps all look forward with a little more confidence to 2021 and beyond, perhaps 

realising too that worrying about the paper value of our portfolios on a month-by-month, quarter-by-

quarter basis is a fruitless exercise. There are far more important things to think about, once you have 

confidence in the sound structure of your long-term investment strategy. 

Please feel free to contact your adviser if you have any questions or comments arising from this 

document.   

Go safely. 

 

Fiscal Engineers’ Investment & Risk Committee 

 

February 2021 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Other notes and risk warnings 

Investment into any portfolio should be regarded as for the medium to long term. The capital value of investments and the income 
generated from them can fall as well as rise. The value of your portfolio is not guaranteed and you may get back less than – or 
none – of the amount you invested. Changes in exchange rates could have an effect on the value of overseas investments. The 
effect of inflation could reduce the future purchasing power of your investments. Past performance is no guide to future 
performance. 

Errors and omissions excepted. 
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